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A simple method using a single video camera
to determine the three-dimensional

position of a fish
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and
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In the present paper, we describe a method for recording the coordinates of a fish in an aquarium
in a three-dimensional space, using a singlevideo camera and a mirror. Weuse photogrammetic equa
tions for this, considering the image obtained in the mirror as a virtual image obtained by a second
camera. A transformation of the coordinate system is required to express the obtained coordinates
in an x, y, z system defined by the edges of the aquarium. The accuracy of the proposed method was
estimated, and errors in extreme conditions were found to be 0.8% to 1.2 %, compared with the di
mensions of the aquarium used in the test.
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Pelagic organisms live in a three-dimensional (3-D)
aquatic environment. The study of spatial aspects ofbe
havior (e.g., structure of fish schools, foraging patterns,
swimming behavior) in these animals requires the
knowledge of their exact position in space. Several
methods have been developed to obtain the 3-D coordi
nates of animals, based on two different techniques:
shadows and stereophotography. The shadow methods
are based on the projection of the fish shadows on the
substratum and require special experimental conditions,
such as shallow water and a homogeneous bottom pat
tern (Cullen, Shaw, & Baldwin, 1965; Dambach, 1963;
Partridge, Pitcher, Cullen, & Wilson, 1980), which, in
the majority of the situations, are incompatible with the
experimental procedures. The stereoscopic methods are
based on two simultaneous images obtained from dif
ferent positions. For this purpose, different techniques
have been developed, such as the use of a stereo prism
attached to a camera (Cullen et al., 1965), different
arrangements of mirrors (Pitcher, 1973, 1975; Symons,
1971a, 1971b), or the use of a pair of photo or video
cameras (Coughlin, Strickler, & Sanderson, 1992; Dah
men & Zeil, 1984; Dill, Dunbrack, & Major, 1981). The
objective of the present paper is to illustrate the use of
traditional photogrammetry for determining the 3-D co
ordinates of an animal in a closed environment-in our
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case, a fish in an aquarium-by using a mirror and a
single video camera.

Material and Methods
In order to use the common photogrammetry formula

(Wolf, 1985) to get the true 3-D coordinates ofa fish in
an aquarium by using a single video camera, we used a
mirror placed at the left side of the aquarium. The opti
cal axis of the video camera was set to meet the lateral
plane of the aquarium, and the mirror was placed so that
it formed an angle of 45° with the lateral plane of the
aquarium (see Figure 1). With this arrangement, it is
possible to have two views of the aquarium-the front
view in the right side of the image and the lateral view
in the left side. Therefore, this arrangement is equivalent
to having two video cameras-one in the actual position
used, and the other perpendicular to the first, with its
distance from the aquarium equivalent to the first, plus
the distance between the frontal and rear plane of the
aquarium (Figure 1). Since the focus of the camera is
fixed to the anterior plane of the aquarium, the images
in the mirror, or ofthe fish near the posterior plane ofthe
aquarium, were a little bit out of focus. Wecompensated
for this by increasing the depth of field.

The 3-D coordinates can be easily estimated by refer
ring to Figure 2. Knowing the aquarium dimensions, the
distance from the camera to the aquarium, 0, and the
focal length, f, we can calculate the distance, B (base
line), by using the lens formula:

1.- = 1+1 ~ 1 = 1.-_1
f 0 i i f 0'

where i is the image distance (distance from the lens
center to the plane of focus), and by the Pythagorean
theorem:
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional diagram of the general arrangement ofthe proposed method (not to scale). AU measures are in centimeters.
The arrows represent two rays of light, one directed at the camera and one reflected in the mirror.

B = ~2(o + i + depthaqi , <p'= 8' + a'

<p"= 1800
- <p - <p'

Applying the law of sines, the distances LA and L'A
may be calculated as:

where depthaq is the depth of the aquarium (distance
from the anterior wall to the rear wall of the aquarium).
Since the triangle formed by L, L', and 0 is isosceles, the
angles 8 and 8' have 45°. The angles a and a' may be
found by using: LA = B sin <p'/sin <p"

L'A = B sin <p/sin <p"
(I)

where Xa and Xa' are the positions of the fish in the image
(relative to image center), andf is the focal length of the
camera lens. Since X a and X a' were measured in pixels,j
had to be specified in pixels too. Furthermore, because
the lens camera was not focused on infinite, the value of
fused in the equations was not the nominal focal length
of the lens camera. To obtain the value off in pixels, we
used seven points (the visible corners of the aquarium)
of known coordinates. We put all the equations below in
a spreadsheet, calculated the errors, and then let the
Solver substitute the value of f, minimizing the errors.
We could not calculate the value off directly from mea
surements on images, because we did not know the exact
dimension of the CCD (charge coupled device) of the
camera. Therefore, we did not know how many milli
meters on the CCD corresponded to a pixel of the digi
tized image.

The angles <1>, (1/, and <1>" were calculated as follows:

<p= 8 - a

and the coordinates of the fish will be:

XA = (LA) cos<p

YA = (LA)sin<p

These coordinates refer to the object-space coordinate
system, with origin in L and with the x-axis in the plane
ofthe baseline (Figure 2). All of the formulas used so far
can be found in Wolf (1985) or in any other book on
close-range photogrammetry.

For graphical interpretation of the paths of the fish,
we reallocated this coordinate system, placing the origin
in the left, posterior corner of the aquarium:

XAaq = (XA - Xo) cos () - (YA - Yo) sin ()

YAaq = (XA - Xo) sin ()+ (YA - Yo) cos (),

where Xo and Yo are the coordinates of Point 0 (Fig
ure 2) in the initial reference system, and ()is the angle
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Figure 2. Main distances and angles involved in the calculation ofthe coordinates ofPoint A, viewed from above. Xa and Xa' are the image
coordinates of Point A (see text for details).

of rotation (Harrington, 1987), which was 45° in this
case.

The z coordinate can be determined as:

~ = (L'A) tan 13'
ZA = elevation of L' + ~ ,

where L'A is the distance already found with Equation 1,
the elevation ofL' is the elevation of the camera relative
to the base of the aquarium (elevation 0), and 13 is cal
culated by using:

13' = tan-I (y)x;, + f2f2 ,
where Ya' and Xa' are the coordinates of the fish in the
image, and f is the focal length in pixels, as calculated
above (Wolf, 1985).

Results
The accuracy of the proposed method was estimated

by standard deviation and the average of the errors be
tween (1) the calculated and the true positions of 77
benchmarks placed all over the aquarium, and (2) the
distances between 65 pairs of these points chosen at
random.

A Sony Model V600E color video camera was used.
All measurements were taken from digitized images
with a Metrabyte MVlA frame grabber with a 5l2X5l2
pixel resolution and 256 shades ofgray. For each image,
we found the x,y coordinates of the fish in both the di
rect and reflected parts of the image by using an image
processing program (REGIST) developed by one of the
authors (PP). REGIST is only necessary for digitizing
images; for each image, the user, using a mouse, defines
the points that correspond to the targets in the direct
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Table 1
Accuracy (in centimeters) of the Proposed Method

Accuracy

Measurement Standard Mean No. of
Axis Deviation Error Observations

x 0.4 0.7 77
y 0.7 1.0 77
z 0.3 0.6 77
Random 0.5 0.7 65
x calibrated 0.2 0.5 77
y calibrated 0.3 0.3 77

Note-Random means the accuracy of 3-D distances between 65 ran
domly chosen pairs of benchmarks; x and y calibrated are the results
of inaccuracy ofcompensating the calculations for the water refraction.

image (right part) and in the reflected one (left part; see
Figure I). These points (four points for each target
point) are then saved in a file for use in the spreadsheet.
Although not as simple, it is possible to do the same job
using Microsoft Video for Windows (i.e., the Creative
Lab's frame grabber Video Blaster) to digitize the im
ages and put them on the Windows clipboard, then to
Paintbrush, to extract the coordinates of the targets.

All of the above formulas were placed in a Lotus 1-2-3
spreadsheet, so that after reading the file with the image
coordinates, the spreadsheet immediately presented the
x,y,z coordinates of the target.

It can be seen from Table I that the errors in standard
deviations are 0.80/0-1.5%, compared with the dimen
sions of the aquarium: y = 46.5 em (width), x = 39 em
(depth), z = 35.5 em (height). These errors can be fur
ther reduced if the 3-D coordinates are corrected with
respect to the effect ofwater refraction. Since the errors
due to the water refraction are systematic, we can com
pensate by using a linear regression between the true and
the calculated coordinates. Applying the parameters of
the regression line as calibration coefficients, one cor
rects the water refraction effect. As can be seen from
Table I, this procedure reduced the errors to 0.50/0-0.7%
in standard deviations and to 0.6%-1.2% in mean error.

Discussion
On the basis ofthe 3-D coordinates, one can easily ac

cess several parameters concerning the movement paths
ofa fish, such as net movement, gross movement, swim
ming speed, average turning angle, and the fractal di
mension of the path (Coughlin et aI., 1992). We are
using this method for studying the swimming behavior
of the Mozambique tilapia (Oreochromis mossambicus,
Peters, 1852).

Although some authors note that the use of mirrors
could affect fish behavior (Pitcher, 1975), we could not
detect any reaction of the fish to the mirror. This fact
may be related to the position of the mirror and the dif
ferences in illumination between the interior and exte
rior of the aquarium.

The use ofa color video system allows the individual
tracking of different fish in a group more easily than
with the traditional stereophotographic methods, since
one can use frame-by-frame video analysis and color
tagging methods to recognize each individual animal.
The proposed method is theoretically as accurate as that
in which a two-camera system is used, but has the ad
vantage of using a single video camera, with all the 3-D
coordinate information in only one image.
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